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Direct ab initio molecular dynamics calculations have been carried out for the molecular channel of the
photodissociation of propanal, C2H5CHO f C2H6 + CO, at the RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ level of ab initio
molecular orbital theory. The initial conditions were generated using the microcanonical sampling to put the
excess energy randomly into all vibrational modes of the TS. Starting from the TS, a total of∼700 trajectories
were numerically integrated for 100 fs. The obtained final energy distributions for the C2H6 and CO fragments
and their relative translational motion were found to be quite similar to those obtained for the acetaldehyde
reaction, CH3CHO f CH4 + CO, in our previous study (Chem. Phys. Lett.2006, 421, 549) despite the fact
that the number of degree of freedom for C2H6 is larger than that for CH4. The coupling between the intrinsic
reaction coordinate and one of the generalized normal modes orthogonal to it was predicted substantially
strong arounds ) 1.4 amu1/2 bohr, and it is expected that the energy flow out of C2H6 proceeds through this
coupling. However, the obtained energy distributions strongly suggest that the coupling among the modes in
C2H6 is quite small and the intramolecular energy redistribution does not occur efficiently in this molecule.

1. Introduction

Photochemistry of aliphatic aldehydes has been a major
subject in the field of organic photochemical science for more
than half a century.1-35 These molecules are known to be present
in the atmosphere;2 they enter the environment from automobile
exhaust or through photooxidation of organic compounds. There
are two major photodissociation pathways in their photochem-
istry in the UV region:

where R is an alkyl group. Channels 1 and 2 are called molecular
and radical channels, respectively.

The mechanisms of these two photodissociation channels have
been fully elucidated.1 In the UV region aldehydes are excited
to the singlet state (S1) from the ground singlet state (S0) through
an n-π* transition and the excited aldehydes in the S1 state
decay to the S0 state with a fluorescence emission or undergo
photodissociation. Photodissociation of aldehydes is indirect
because the C-O bond still remains strong after the n-π*
transition. Therefore, several photodissociation pathways in the
S1 state are possible including the two major channels. In the
molecular channel excited aldehydes in the S1 state transfer to
the highly vibrationally excited states of S0 through internal
conversion, and they surmount a relatively high potential barrier
yielding the molecular products RH and CO. In the radical
channel excited aldehydes transfer to the lowest triplet state (T1)
through intersystem crossing and they surmount a relatively
small potential barrier yielding the radical products R and HCO.
It has been well established that the ground S0 surface correlates
to molecular products with a considerably high potential barrier
and the T1 potential surface does to radical products with a
smaller potential barrier. It should be noted that the radical

channel plays an important role in the photochemical smog
cycles in the urban atmosphere.3

A lot of work has been devoted to the study of photochemistry
of acetaldehyde4-24 and propanal (or propionaldehyde, C2H5-
CHO),25-35 although much less studies have been done for
propanal. Previously, we focused on the molecular channel for
photodissociation of acetaldehyde, CH3CHOf CH4 + CO,18,19

and carried out direct ab initio molecular dynamics (MD)
calculations at the RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ level of theory. In the
prior work18 we calculated a total of 100 trajectories starting
from the transition state (TS) and obtained the products (CH4

+ CO) energy distributions and the vibrational and rotational
state distributions of the CO molecule. As a result, the CO state
distributions were found to be consistent with the experiment
of Gherman et al.15 Since there was a serious problem in this
study that the excess energy at the TS was added only to the
reaction coordinate for all trajectories, we19 later improved this
calculation by integrating a lot more trajectories,∼700, and by
sampling the initial conditions microcanonically to randomly
distribute the excess energy to all vibrational modes of the TS.
It was surprising to see that the product energy and state
distributions obtained in the latter were quite similar to the ones
obtained in the former despite a significant difference in initial
condition. We then calculated the curvature of the intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC) and discovered that it becomes
considerably large at some point on the way from the TS to the
products. It was also found that this large curvature is composed
of almost one coupling constant between the IRC and one of
the generalized normal modes that correlates with a vibrational
mode of CH4. This result strongly suggests that there is a
substantial energy flow between the mode of CH4 and the IRC,
which explains the independence of the final energy distribution
on the initial condition.

In the present work we have carried out direct ab initio MD
calculations for the molecular channel of propanal photodisso-
ciation, C2H5CHOf C2H6 + CO, at 248 nm. One easily expects† E-mail address: kurosaki.yuzuru@jaea.go.jp.
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that its dynamics is quite similar to the one for the acetaldehyde
photodissociation. Since the number of degree of freedom for
C2H6 is twice as large as that for CH4, however, there should
be a significant difference in the energy-flow dynamics between
the two reactions. It is therefore worth comparing the two
reactions to help understand the molecular-channel dynamics
of aldehyde photodissociation.

2. Methods of Calculation

Geometries for all stationary points in the title reaction were
optimized and their harmonic vibrational frequencies were ob-
tained by diagonalizing the analytical Hessian at the RMP2-
(full)/cc-pVDZ level of theory. To confirm the reliability of this
theoretical level more accurate single-point energy calculations
were carried out for the optimized geometries at the RMP4-
(SDTQ,full)/cc-pVTZ and RQCISD(T,full)/cc-pVTZ levels of
theory and the results were compared with the RMP2(full) result.
In addition, the IRC and the generalized normal modes ortho-
gonal to it and the IRC curvature was obtained. These calcula-
tions were done using the GAUSSIAN98 program package.36

All trajectories were started from the TS toward the products
with the excess energy of 0.04648 hartree (29.2 kcal mol-1) that
corresponds to the difference between the photon energy at 248
nm (115.3 kcal mol-1) and the reaction barrier height of 86.1
kcal mol-1 calculated at the RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ level with
the zero-point-energy (ZPE) correction; i.e., not only the vibra-
tional and reaction-coordinate energies of 29.2 kcal mol-1 but
ZPEs of the normal modes were added to the TS’s degrees of
freedom in the initial conditions. With the result of the harmonic
vibrational analysis for the TS, the initial conditions were gener-
ated by distributing the excess energy of 29.2 kcal mol-1 random-
ly among the vibrational and reaction-coordinate degrees of
freedom using classical microcanonical sampling, where a correc-
tion for the anharmonicity of molecular Hamiltonian was consi-
dered.37 Thus, the energy given to each degree of freedom for
the TS in the initial conditions is the sum of the distributed
excess energy and its intrinsic ZPE. A random phase was given
to each normal mode in the initial conditions, but the zero phase
was added to the normal mode corresponding to the reaction
coordinate and its momentum was set toward product. The total
angular momentum of the system was set to zero. Although
the initial conditions were chosen with the classical method in

the present study, a better sampling procedure that can more
accurately represent experiment would be to use the quasiclas-
sical method such as the one described by Sun and Hase,38 which
includes ZPE and gives equal probabilities of being populated
to each of the TS’s vibrational and rotational levels. Trajectories
were numerically integrated under the condition that the total
energy is kept constant. Numerical integration for Hamilton
equation of motion was carried out using the fourth-order Runge-
Kutta and sixth-order Adams-Bashforth-Moulton predictor-
corrector methods. Analytical energy gradients39,40were directly
obtained at every step from the ab initio molecular orbital (MO)
computation at the RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ level41 using the
MOLPRO program package.42 Trajectories were integrated for
100 fs when the distance between the centers of mass of the
products reaches∼10 bohr. The time step of integration was
0.1 fs and∼700 trajectories were calculated. Using a parallel
computer system, each trajectory was assigned to each CPU,
and many trajectories were computed at the same time.

3. Results and Discussion

A. Geometry and Energetics. Tables 1 and 2 list the
harmonic vibrational frequencies at the RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ
level and the total energies at the RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ, RMP4-
(SDTQ,full)/cc-pVTZ, and RQCISD(T,full)/cc-pVTZ levels for
molecules in the C2H5CHO f C2H6 + CO reaction on the S0
potential. In Table 3 are given the calculated and experimental
values for the relative energies of this reaction. It is understood
from this table that although the exothermicity predicted at the
RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ level is slightly larger than experiment,
the barrier height calculated at this level is comparable with
the barrier heights at the RMP4(SDTQ,full)/cc-pVTZ and
RQCISD(T,full)/cc-pVTZ levels. Given the employed inexpen-
sive theoretical method and basis set, the agreement with higher
level theory might be still good and it should be reasonable to
use the RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ level for the current direct ab initio
trajectory calculations.

Figure 1 displays the optimized geometries at the RMP2-
(full)/cc-pVDZ level for propanal and the TS. Propanal has
several conformers and the one in the figure is the cis conformer
that lies in the lowest in energy according to the results of the
previous ab initio MO calculations of other researchers.35,44-47

It is noted that the current geometrical parameters of propanal

TABLE 1: Harmonic Vibrational Frequencies for the RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ Geometries

sym frequency/cm-1 ZPE/hartree

C2H5CHO Cs 146 (a′′) 252 (a′′) 263 (a′) 673 (a′) 679 (a′′) 0.085 45
888 (a′) 904 (a′′) 1013 (a′) 1130 (a′) 1147 (a′′)

1283 (a′′) 1374 (a′) 1410 (a′) 1424 (a′) 1455 (a′)
1496 (a′′) 1500 (a′) 1793 (a′) 2950 (a′) 3079 (a′)
3106 (a′) 3127 (a′′) 3207 (a′) 3208 (a′′)

C2H6 D3d 334 (a1u) 825 (eu) 825 (eu) 1044 (a1g) 1244 (eg) 0.075 82
1244 (eg) 1400 (a2u) 1433 (a1g) 1506 (eg) 1506 (eg)
1507 (eu) 1507 (eu)

CO C∞v 2117 (σ) 0.004 82
TS Cs 1756i (a′) 74 (a′′) 145 (a′) 166 (a′′) 296 (a′) 0.078 75

535 (a′′) 655 (a′) 856 (a′′) 916 (a′) 928 (a′′)
1060 (a′) 1116 (a′) 1228 (a′′) 1398 (a′) 1443 (a′)
1488 (a′) 1503 (a′′) 1840 (a′) 3055 (a′) 3086 (a′)
3134 (a′) 3148 (a′′) 3323 (a′)

TABLE 2: Total Energies for the RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ Geometries (hartree)

state RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ RMP4(SDTQ,full)/cc-pVTZ RQCISD(T,full)/cc-pVTZ

C2H5CHO 1A′ -192.57842 -192.89237 -192.88903
C2H6

1A1g -79.54289 -79.70677 -79.70743
CO 1Σ+ -113.04085 -113.18638 -113.18097
TS 1A′ -192.43448 -192.75259 -192.74661
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are consistent with those of the previous calculations.35,44-46

The vector of the TS imaginary vibrational mode is also given
in the figure. Both the geometries have been predicted to have
Cs symmetry and were confirmed to be at a minimum and saddle
point on the potential surface, respectively, with the harmonic
vibrational analyses presented in Table 1.

Figure 2 shows the potential energy profile along the IRC for
the C2H5CHOf C2H6 + CO reaction; the TS is ats) 0 and the
reactant C2H5CHO and products C2H6 + CO are in thes < 0
ands > 0 regions, respectively, and the zero point of the poten-

tial energy is set to the total electronic energy of C2H5CHO.
Also given in the figure is the curvature of the IRC. It is seen
that the curvature takes its maximum of∼ 3.3 amu-1/2 bohr-1

arounds ) 1.4 amu1/2 bohr. It has been revealed that the curva-
ture around this point is composed of one coupling constant
between the IRC and a generalized normal mode that correlates
with one of the vibrational modes of C2H6. It was also found that
this generalized mode is contributed substantially by the H(1)
motion. In our previous study,19 we obtained the IRC curvature
for the CH3CHO f CH4 + CO reaction that is almost the same
as the current one, although the maximum of the curvature for
this reaction is slightly smaller because of the difference in mass
combination.

B. Product Energy Distribution. Final distributions of the
product relative translational and internal energies for a total
of ∼700 trajectories are shown in Figure 3. Averaged energy
values over the calculated trajectories are also given in the
figure. The error-bar length∆p for eventi of occurrence number
ni out of a sample of sizen was approximately obtained by

wherez ()1.96) is the 95% confidence value for the normal
distribution.

Figure 3a shows the distribution of the relative translational
energy and the averaged value is 36.3 kcal mol-1. Parts b and
c of Figure 3 give the distributions of the C2H6 and CO internal
energies. The averaged C2H6 and CO internal energies are 112.8
kcal mol-1, including the ZPE of 47.6 kcal mol-1, and 23.2
kcal mol-1, including that of 3.0 kcal mol-1. Table 4 summarizes
the available energies and averaged distributed energies obtained
for the title reaction in this work. Also given in the table are
the results for the CH3CHO f CH4 + CO reaction in our
previous work.19 Both the ZPE corrected and uncorrected values
are given in the table. The averaged ZPE corrected distributed
energies predicted for the relative translational motion, the C2H6

internal motion, and the CO internal motion in the propanal
reaction are 36.3, 65.2, and 20.2 kcal mol-1, respectively. It is
of great interest to notice that the percentages of these distributed
energies are very close to those for the relative translational
motion, the CH4 internal motion, and the CO internal motion
in the acetaldehyde reaction. This seems surprising because the
number of degree of freedom for C2H6 is larger than that for
CH4 and the percentage of the distributed energy for C2H6

should be expected larger than that for CH4. Besides, the initial
condition was generated microcanonically and the excess energy
was equally distributed to all degrees of freedom when the
trajectories started to move. The discussion on the energy-flow
dynamics will be given in section 3D.

C. Product State Distribution. In this subsection, vibrational
and rotational quantum states for the diatomic molecular product
CO are discussed. The vibrational energyEvib of CO was
obtained from the summation of the kinetic energy for radial
motion and the potential energy relative to the equilibrium
position, both of which were calculated instantaneously from

TABLE 3: Relative Energies Obtained by Theory and Experiment (kcal mol-1)

method C2H5CHO TS C2H6 + CO ref

RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ//RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ 0.0 86.1 (90.3) -6.4 (-3.3) present work
RMP4(SDTQ,full)/cc-pVTZ//RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ 0.0 83.5 (87.7) -3.5 (-0.5) present work
RQCISD(T,full)/cc-pVTZ//RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ 0.0 85.2 (89.4) -2.6 (0.4) present work
experiment 0.0 -1.3 43

a In parentheses are given the values without the ZPE correction.

Figure 1. Optimized gepmetries obtained at the RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ
level for propanal (C2H5CHO) and the TS of the title reaction. The
normal-mode vector of imaginary frequency for the TS is given in the
figure. Bond lengths and angles are given in Å and degree.

Figure 2. Potential energy profile (solid) and curvature (dashed) along
the IRC: TS (s ) 0); C2H5CHO (s < 0); C2H6 + CO (s > 0).

∆p ) 2z
nxni (1 -

ni

n) (3)
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the data at the end of each trajectory. The rotational energyErot

of CO was then determined as the difference between the total
kinetic energy and the kinetic energy for radial motion. The
vibrational quantum numbern was obtained harmonically from

and the rotational quantum numberJ from

whereµ is the reduced mass and r the internuclear distance.
Since the vibrational and rotational energies (and their quantum
numbers) oscillate as a function of time because of the
vibration-rotation coupling, it would be desirable to employ
the time-averaged energies for obtaining these quantum num-
bers; this does not matter, however, when their distribution and
average over many trajectories are discussed. Figure 4 shows
the CO state distributions: (a) vibrational quantum number; (b)
rotational quantum number. The CO vibrational quantum
number is seen to range from 0 to 3, as shown in Figure 4a,
and the averaged quantum number and vibrational energy are
0.36 and 5.2 kcal mol-1, suggesting that the product CO is
vibrationally cold. Figure 4b shows the distribution of the CO
rotational quantum number. It is seen to range from 25 to 90
and the averaged quantum number and rotational energy are
57.6 and 18.0 kcal mol-1, which indicates that the product CO
is rotationally hot. The vibrationally cold and rotationally hot
CO is generated because of the TS geometry and the normal-
mode vector of the imaginary frequency at the TS; the vector
can add some torque to CO but the CO bond in the TS is not
so stretched. Although this explanation is based only on the
property of the TS and not on the properties of other regions of
potential surface, it seems reasonable because the coupling
between the IRC and the degrees of freedom for CO was
predicted to be small in the product region. The current result
for the CO state distribution is quite similar to that obtained in
our previous calculation.19 This similarity arises form the
similarity in the TS geometry and the vector of the imaginary
frequency and from the very small coupling between the IRC
and the degrees of freedom for CO.

D. Energy-Flow Dynamics. Figure 5a shows changes in
averaged energy components as a function of time for the C2H5-
CHO f C2H6 + CO reaction.EC2H6, EC2H6,vib, andEC2H6,rot are
the total internal, vibrational, and rotational energies for the C2H6

fragment, respectively, andECO, ECO,vib, andECO,rot are those
for the CO fragment. Note that these values were obtained by
averaging instantaneous energies over all trajectories at each
time step and that the internal energiesEC2H6 andECO include
ZPE. Instantaneous rotational energy was obtained from

Here rotational angular momentumj and moment of inertia
tensorI are given by

wheremi andr i are the mass and position of atomi in a relevant
molecule, and

Then the vibrational energy is given by the difference between
the total internal energy and the rotational energy.Etra is the
relative translational energy for the two fragments.Vint is the

Figure 3. Product energy distributions: (a) relative translational energy;
(b) C2H6 internal energy; (c) CO internal energy.

TABLE 4: Available and Averaged Final Distributed
Energies (kcal mol-1)

this work avail. trans. C2H6 CO

ZPE corrected 121.7 36.3 (29.8)a 65.2 (53.6) 20.2 (16.6)
per mode 12.1 (9.9) 3.1 (2.5) 6.7 (5.5)

ZPE uncorrected 172.3 36.3 (21.1) 112.8 (65.5) 23.2 (13.5)
per mode 12.1 (7.0) 5.4 (3.1) 7.7 (4.5)

previous work19 avail. trans. CH4 CO

ZPE corrected 125.4 39.5 (31.5) 65.3 (52.1) 20.6 (16.4)
per mode 13.2 (10.5) 5.4 (4.3) 6.1 (4.9)

ZPE uncorrected 157.0 39.5 (25.2) 93.9 (59.8) 23.6 (15.0)
per mode 13.2 (8.4) 7.8 (5.0) 7.9 (5.0)

a In parentheses are given the percentages.

hν(n + 1
2) ) Evib (4)

p2J(J + 1)/2µr2 ) Erot (5)
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interaction energy between the two, obtained fromVint ) Vtotal

- (VC2H6 + VCO), whereVtotal is the electronic energy of the
total system,VC2H6 is that of C2H6 at the same geometry as C2H6

in the total system, andVCO is that of CO. For comparison, the
same analysis was done for the acetaldehyde CH3CHO f CH4

+ CO reaction using the data obtained in our previous study,19

and the result is given in Figure 5b.
As shown in Figure 5a,Vint for the propanal reaction is

positive whent < ∼ 40 fs but is almost zero whent > ∼ 40 fs.
This means that the energy exchange among C2H6, CO, and
their relative translational motion almost completes in the first
40 fs. It is seen thatVint has the maximum aroundt ) 5 fs and
this occurs because when t< ∼5 fs,Vtotal andVCO do not change
so much, whileVC2H6 decreases due to a rapid decrease in the
internuclear distance C(1)-H(1), as shown in Figure 6a, and
whent > ∼5 fs, VC2H6 andVCO oscillate, whileVtotal decreases
due to a monotonic increase in the internuclear distance C(1)-
C(2). As shown in Figure 6b, the internuclear distance C(1)-
C(2) begins to increase aroundt ) 5 fs, suggesting thatVtotal

begins to decrease around this time.EC2H6 is seen to oscillate
whent < ∼40 fs; this is because in this time region the vibrating
H(1) atom still interacts with the CO fragment andEC2H6 is not
conserved.

It is of interest to compare the changes in the energy
components for the propanal reaction with those for the
acetaldehyde reaction given in Figure 5b. It is seen that in this
reactionVint goes down to zero andEtra reaches a plateau in the
first 30 fs, while in the propanal reaction they do in the first 40
fs. This is because C2H6 is significantly heavier than CH4 and
it takes a longer time for the two fragments to get away from
each other. Figure 6b demonstrates a difference between the
propanal and acetaldehyde reactions in the increasing rate of
the internuclear distance C(1)-C(2). It is also worth noting that

ECH4,vib andECH4,rot oscillate for a much longer time thanEC2H6,vib

andEC2H6,rot; in general this oscillation is due to the rotation-
vibration coupling. Since these values are averaged ones over
all trajectories, disappearance of their oscillation means that the
phase of vibration in each trajectory does not accord with one

Figure 4. Product state distributions of CO: (a) vibrational quantum
number; (b) rotational quantum number.

Figure 5. Changes in averaged energy elements as a function of
time: (a) C2H5CHO f C2H6 + CO; (b) CH3CHO f CH4 + CO. EA,
EA,vib, andEA,rot are the total internal, vibrational, and rotational energies,
respectively, for fragment A.Etra is relative translational energy for
two fragments.Vint is interaction energy between two fragments. These
values were obtained by averaging instantaneous ones over all
trajectories at each time step.

Figure 6. Changes in internuclear distances as a function of time for
the propanal reaction: (a) C(1)-C(1); (b) C(1)-H(1). These values
were obtained by averaging instantaneous ones over all trajectories at
each time step.
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another. Obviously,EC2H6,vib andECH4,vib mostly come from the
H(1) motion; as displayed in Figure 6a, the oscillation of the
averaged internuclear distance C(1)-H(1) for the propanal
reaction disappears earlier than that for the acetaldehyde
reaction, which accords well with the changes inEC2H6,vib and
ECH4,vib. As pointed out above, the H(1) atom interacts with the
CO fragment in the early stage of the reaction and the interaction
time is substantially longer in the propanal reaction than in the
acetaldehyde one. It is thought that the chances of the H(1)
vibration being disturbed are higher in the propanal reaction
because of its longer time interaction, which might lead to the
difference in behaviors ofEvib and internuclear distance C(1)-
H(1) between the two reactions.

In the current and previous19 simulations, the propanal and
acetaldehyde reactions were set to have about the same amount
of available energy (see Table 4) and the excess energies were
distributed microcanonically to all degrees of freedom at the
initial condition. Of note is that the final energy distributions
for the two fragments and their relative translational motion
were found to be quite similar in these reactions despite the
fact that the number of degree of freedom for C2H6 is larger
than that for CH4. At the initial condition the C2H6 fragment
has the total internal energy of 84.1 kcal mol-1 and the CH4
fragment has that of 82.6 kcal mol-1, both of which exclude
the ZPEs, and they are 69.1 and 65.9% of the available energy.
Etra andECO are only a few kcal mol-1 at the initial condition
in both the reactions. It follows that 15.5 and 13.8% of the
available energy flow out of C2H6 and CH4, respectively; i.e.,
the percentage of the available energy that flows from C2H6 to
the relative translational motion and to the CO fragment is about
the same as that from CH4 in the acetaldehyde reaction. In both
the reactions, the coupling between the IRC and one of the
generalized normal modes orthogonal to the IRC has been
predicted quite strong arounds ) 1.4 amu1/2 bohr; this
generalized normal mode was found to be mostly composed of
the H(1) motion. The predicted energy distributions strongly
suggest that the coupling between this generalized normal mode
and other modes in C2H6 is quite small and the intramolecular
energy redistribution does not occur efficiently in this fragment;
if it does, the percentage of the distributed energy for C2H6

should be larger than that for CH4 in the acetaldehyde reaction.
Thus, one conclusively states that in both the reactions the
C(1)-H(1) bond is high in potential energy and this energy is
released into the relative translational motion and into the CO
fragment, hardly going into other modes of C2H6 or CH4 due
to their small coupling. On the basis of the discussion here, the
same simulation for the molecular-channel photodissociation of
a larger aldehyde such as C3H7CHOf C3H8 + CO would yield
a final energy distribution that is similar to the present and
previous ones.

In our previous study19 for the acetaldehyde reaction, it was
found that the final energy distribution is not so sensitive to
the initial condition; the initial condition set microcanonically
yields the same final energy distribution as the one obtained
when the excess energy is added only to the reaction coordi-
nate.18 According to the result obtained in the present study, it
is strongly expected that the initial internal energies given to
the CH4 fragment do not differ so much in the two cases because
both their major portions are from the potential energy in the
stretched C(1)-H(1) bond. As already revealed, there is a strong
coupling between the IRC and a generalized normal mode that
is mostly composed of the H(1) motion. Therefore, it is likely
that the initial internal energy of the CH4 fragment flows into
the relative translational motion and into the CO fragment only

through this coupling. Since this mechanism is common in the
two cases, similar results for the energy distributions were
obtained. Note that the coupling between the generalized normal
mode and other modes in the CH4 fragment is not needed to
explain the similar final energy distributions, which is consistent
with the result in the present study.

4. Conclusion

In this study we have carried out direct ab initio MD
calculations for the molecular channel of the photodissociation
of propanal, C2H5CHO f C2H6 + CO, at 248 nm using the
RMP2(full)/cc-pVDZ level of ab initio MO theory. The
trajectories were started from the TS and the initial conditions
were generated using the microcanonical sampling to put the
excess energy randomly into all vibrational modes of the TS.
A total of ∼700 trajectories were numerically integrated for
100 fs. As a result, the final energy distributions for the C2H6

and CO fragments and their relative translational motion were
revealed to be quite similar to those obtained for the acetalde-
hyde reaction in our previous study despite the fact that the
number of degrees of freedom for C2H6 is larger than that for
CH4. Since the C2H6 and CH4 fragments were found to have
about the same percentage of the available energy without ZPE
at the initial condition, the present result indicates that the
percentage of the available energy that flows out of C2H6 is
about the same as that out of CH4. In both the reactions, the
coupling between the IRC and one of the generalized normal
modes orthogonal to the IRC was predicted considerably strong
at some point on the IRC in the product side and a detailed
inspection showed that this generalized normal mode is sig-
nificantly contributed by the H(1) motion. The predicted energy
distributions strongly suggest that the coupling between this
generalized normal mode and other modes in C2H6 is quite small
and the intramolecular energy redistribution does not occur
efficiently in this fragment; if it does, the percentage of the
distributed energy for C2H6 should be larger than the present
result. It is thus concluded that in both the reactions the potential
energy in the stretched C(1)-H(1) bond is released into the
relative translational motion and into the CO fragment, hardly
going into other modes of C2H6 or CH4 due to their small
coupling.
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